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Abstract

Hydrogen dense polymers, specifically polyethylene, polystyrene, and Plexiglas, have

served as neutron moderator and reflector materials in hundreds of separate critical bench-

mark experiments because of their low cost and abundance of hydrogen. In order to accu-

rately model and simulate these critical benchmarks, the thermal scattering library (TSL)

evaluation that governs how neutrons will thermalize must be well understood and rigorously

validated. To support this validation, researchers at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute per-

formed total neutron cross section measurements for high-density polyethylene & polystyrene

over the energy range 0.0005 - 20 eV and for Plexiglas G & Plexiglas G-UVT over the energy

range 0.0005 - 3 eV. Comparisons were made between the measured cross section and that

predicted by the ENDF/B-VIII.0 and Oak Ridge National Laboratory/European Spallation

Source/Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute TSL evaluations for polyethylene, Plexiglas, and

polystyrene, as available. These experiments represent the first total neutron cross section

measurements for polystyrene.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogen dense materials are typically ideal moderator and reflector materials due to the

high cross section of hydrogen and its strong ability to down-scatter neutrons. To this end,

hydrocarbons provide an inexpensive and solid phase hydrogen dense alternative to water

that is easy and effective to use in compact spaces. As a consequence of these favorable

qualities, hydrocarbon materials have seen extensive use in critical benchmarks. Hundreds

of separate critical benchmark configurations have employed polyethylene, polystyrene or

Plexiglas as a moderator and/or a reflector material [1]. Due to this substantial use, rig-

orous validation of the polyethylene, polystyrene and Plexiglas thermal scattering library

evaluations is required.

In order to accurately model the performance of hydrocarbons for any nuclear system,

the scattering interactions between neutrons and the hydrocarbon molecules must be well

understood. More specifically, the impact of the molecular bonds of the hydrocarbon on

neutron scattering interactions must be accounted for below a neutron energy of 3 eV. The

effects of these molecular bonds are accounted for in transport codes, such as MCNP [2],

through the use of thermal scattering law (TSL) evaluations.

Phonon spectra serve as the basis for TSL evaluations since they represent the various

molecular motions of a material. In order to generate a thermal scattering kernel for use

in MCNP, S(α, β) calculations are performed with these phonon spectra in codes such as

NJOY [3], FLASSH [4] and oClimax [5]. As with any calculated value, these thermal scat-

tering kernels generated from TSL evaluations require experimental validation, especially

since thermal scattering can have a large impact on system criticality. The most important

form of experimental validation for thermal scattering kernels comes in the form of total

cross section measurements. This report details high accuracy measurements performed

for polyethylene, polystyrene, Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT. Comparisons are made

to the ENDF/B-VIII.0 [6] and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)/European Spalla-

tion Source (ESS)/Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) TSL evaluations for polyethylene,

Plexiglas (Lucite) and polystyrene, as applicable [7] [8].
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2. Overview of Polymers

While polyethylene [(C2H4)n], polystyrene [(C8H8)n] and Plexiglas [(C5O2H8)n] have

different chemical formulas, their neutron cross section is dominated by the cross section

of hydrogen. Their large carbon components also play a significant role in the total bound

cross section, but the molecular bond effect for the molecule is overwhelmingly dominated by

the hydrogen component. Therefore, it is often found that only the hydrogen component is

necessary in thermal scattering library evaluations, such as in ENDF/B-VIII.0. For the pur-

pose of this report, only the the impact of the hydrogen component in ENDF/B-VIII.0 TSL

evaluations is compared against experimental data. However, the impact of all components

present in the ORNL/ESS/RPI TSL evaluation for polyethylene (hydrogen, carbon) and the

ORNL/RPI TSL evaluations for polystyrene (hydrogen, carbon) and Plexiglas (hydrogen,

carbon, oxygen) were compared against experimental data.

Polyethylene (specifically high density polyethylene) is the most well understood of the

three polymers, with both ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/ESS/RPI TSL evaluations, as well as

several total cross section measurements available. The thermal scattering library evaluation

and free gas model are compared for polyethylene total cross section (XS) in figure 1 below,

where the hydrogen and carbon components (per atom) are highlighted. The dominance of

the hydrogen cross section over the carbon cross section is easy to see in figure 1. Below 1

eV there is a rapid divergence in the total cross section for polyethylene due to the molecular

bond effect from the hydrogen component. With the inclusion of total cross section data

from Granada [9], the TSL evaluation clearly predicts the total cross section of polyethylene

much more accurately than the free gas model.
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Figure 1: ENDF/B-VIII.0 S(α, β) and free gas total cross section compared with experimental data for

polyethylene.

While ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/RPI TSL evaluations and some experimental data do

exist for Plexiglas, there are many different types and the evaluations/experiments do not

differentiate between the types of Plexiglas. For polystyrene, only a preliminary ORNL/RPI

TSL evaluation exists, with no measured total thermal cross sections in existence as would

be required for validation. It should be noted that the hydrogen density of both Plexiglas

and polystyrene is lower than that of polyethylene.

3. Experimental Methods and Materials

In order to validate thermal scattering library evaluations for the various polymer materi-

als, total thermal neutron cross section measurements were performed. For the polyethylene

and polystyrene measurements, two different neutron production targets were used: the en-

hanced thermal target (ETT) and the enhanced thermal target + cold moderator (ETTC).

The ETT target is suitable for measurements from 0.001 - 20 eV, while the ETTC is intended

for measurements from 0.0005 - 3 eV. For the Plexiglas measurements, only the ETTC target
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was used. The signal to background ratios for these two target as they were configured for

these measurements are shown in figure 2. It should be noted that at energies below 0.02 eV,

the ETTC produces up to 8 times as much signal as the ETT after background subtraction

[10].
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Figure 2: Signal to background ratio for ETT and ETTC targets.

The structure present in the signal to background ratios at low energies is from in-beam

lead, while at high energies resonances from an in-beam fixed tungsten notch filter are visible.

For more information concerning these targets, please see reference [11]. A 3 mm thick (GS-

20) lithium glass detector was placed 15 meters away from each configuration. The data from

this detector flows to a time of flight (TOF) clock via a pre-amplifier, amplifier, constant

fraction discriminator and level adapter. A data acquisition computer controls and reads

the TOF clock and allows for autonomous data collection above 20 eV for this flight path.

The parameters of the LINAC and the in-beam components utilized for each experimental

configuration are listed below in table 1. The shadow shield mentioned in table 1 refers to

an 8” long lead block placed in front of the neutron production target to reduce background
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from photons.

Table 1: Beam Conditions And In-beam Components

Parameter ETT ETTC

Average Electron Current [µA] 5.6 4.9

Average Electron Energy [MeV] 48.5 45.5

Repetition Rate [Hz] 25 18

Pulse Width [ns] 500 628

Number of Bins 96,512 135,040

Bin Width [ns] 409.6 409.6

Flight Path [m] 14.973 14.927

Component ETT ETTC

Additional In-beam Lead [in] 1/4 3/8

Shadow Shield Used Not Used

He gas [m] 3 3

Mylar windows [in] 0.025 0.025

Aluminum windows [in] 0.03 0.03

For the purpose of effectively measuring cross section for each polymer material, two

sample thicknesses were chosen for each material. In the case of the Plexiglas material,

two slightly different types of Plexiglas were selected. The physical dimensions and mass of

each sample were measured to calculate the areal density used in the calculation of cross

section, as shown through equation 1, assuming material uniformity. The dimensions for

each sample, and their associated uncertainty, are displayed below in tables 2 and 3. The

atomic masses of carbon and hydrogen were combined to form a molar mass of 14.02665

g/mol and 13.01883 g/mol for polyethylene (simplified to CH2) and polystyrene (simplified

to CH), respectively. For Plexiglas, the atomic mass of oxygen was combined with carbon

and hydrogen to form a molar mass of 100.11566 g/mol. An atomic mass of 1.007825, 12.011

and 15.99903 [g/mol] were used for hydrogen, carbon and oxygen, respectively. [12]
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N =
m ∗Na
M ∗A

(1)

Where:

N : Atomic areal density.

m, A: Sample mass and area.

Na: Avogadro’s number.

M : Molar Mass.

Table 2: Polyethylene and Polystyrene Sample Dimensions

Sample &

Thickness

[in]

Length [cm] Width [cm] Mass [g]

Atomic Areal

Density

[atom/barn]

Polyethylene,

3/32
12.748 ± 0.014 12.748 ± 0.030 37.0882 ± 0.0007 0.00980 ± 0.00003

Polyethylene,

1/16
12.741 ± 0.005 12.736 ± 0.019 24.0947 ± 0.0002 0.00638 ± 0.00001

Polystyrene,

5/32
12.670 ± 0.010 12.657 ± 0.032 61.3445 ± 0.0006 0.01770 ± 0.00005

Polystyrene,

3/32
12.667 ± 0.023 12.662 ± 0.013 37.5789 ± 0.0004 0.01084 ± 0.00002

Table 3: Plexiglas Sample Dimensions

Sample &

Thickness [in]
Diameter [cm] Mass [g]

Atomic Areal Density

[atom/barn]

Plexiglas G-UVT,

0.184
4.869 ± 0.001 10.3421 ± 0.0001 0.003340 ± 0.000001

Plexiglas G, 0.121 4.879 ± 0.001 6.7688 ± 0.0001 0.002178 ± 0.000001
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In the case of the polyethylene and polystyrene samples, large square sheets of uniform

thickness were used. For the two Plexiglas samples, a cylindrical sample was used. It can

be seen that for all samples, the uncertainty on the areal density is less than 0.3%. Prior to

experimentation, a broad spectrum elemental impurity analysis was performed for each ma-

terial for a wide variety of elements ranging from lithium to uranium, with the overwhelming

majority of elements having a concentration below 2 ppm, or the typical minimum detectable

limit. The concentrations of boron, cadmium and gadolinium are displayed below in table 4

and were all below the minimum detectable limit for the analysis performed.

Table 4: Sample Impurity Analysis

Sample Polyethylene Polystyrene Plexiglas G Plexiglas G-UVT

Element Conc. Conc. Conc. Conc.

Boron <20 ppm <20 ppm <20 ppm <20 ppm

Cadmium <2 ppm <2 ppm <2 ppm <2 ppm

Gadolinium <2 ppm <2 ppm <2 ppm <2 ppm

4. Calculation of Cross Section and Associated Uncertainty

4.1. Cross Section

In order to determine the total cross section of a sample, two quantities are measured:

the detector count rate with the sample in the beam and the detector count rate with

the sample out of the beam, also referred to as open. The ETTC measured signal and

background count rates for the open and polyethylene 3/32” sample are shown in figure 3

below. Here it can be seen that the background rate for the polyethylene 3/32” sample is

well below the polyethylene 3/32” sample signal rate until about 0.001 eV, where the signal

count rate spectrum begins to curve. This curving occurs from the low signal-to-background

ratio at and below this energy for the polyethylene 3/32” sample. By contrast, the open

observed a higher signal-to-background ratio than the polyethylene sample and thus does

not experience curving in its spectrum until 0.0004 eV. It should be noted that the open
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and polyethylene 3/32” sample signal rates shown in figure 3 are not background subtracted.

The structure present in both signal rates at low energy are Bragg edges from the in-beam

lead, while the dip around 4 eV is due to a resonance from the in-beam tungsten fixed notch

filter. The effects of both the lead Bragg edges and the tungsten resonance are washed out

in transmission since the same amount of lead and tungsten was present in all measured

samples.
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Figure 3: ETTC signal and background count rates for the open and the 3/32” polyethylene sample.

For each sample, the count rate is dead-time corrected and normalized using beam-

intensity monitors, then background subtracted. To find the transmission for each TOF

channel, T (ti), the count rate in the sample, CS(ti), must be divided by the count rate in

the open, CO(ti), as shown in equation 2. [13]

T (ti) =
(Cs(ti) −KsB(ti) −B0s)

(Co(ti) −KoB(ti) −B0o)
(2)

Where

B(ti) [cps]: Fitted time-dependent background.

B0s, B0o [cps]: Constant background in sample and open.
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Ks,Ko: Time-dependent background normalization factors for sample and open.

When performing a transmission measurement, both the constant background, B0, and

the time-dependent background, B(ti), must be considered for each sample. The constant

background comes from many sources and is present for each TOF channel. The time-

dependent background varies for each TOF channel and stems from off-time neutrons and

neutron leakage in the collimation system. A time-dependent background shape and nor-

malization factors were determined for each sample by utilizing the double-notch (black

resonance) method [14] with indium and cadmium notch filters in dedicated background

runs. A silver notch filter was also used for the polyethylene and polystyrene samples, but

not for the Plexiglas samples. To characterize the constant background the double-notch

method was applied at the very end of the TOF data collection in the background runs for

each sample.

Once the transmission for a sample has been measured and all necessary background

subtraction performed, the total cross section, σt,measured(ti), was then calculated through

equation 3 below.

σt,measured(ti) =
−1

N
∗ ln(T (ti)) [barns] (3)

Where

N [atom/barns]: Atomic areal density.

In order to relate a neutron’s time of arrival, t [µs], to its non-relativistic energy, E [eV],

equation 4 was used for each TOF channel. However, when converting from time of arrival

to energy, the measured time needs to be corrected for the flight time of the electron pulse

to the target, t0 [µs], due to the TOF clock starting at the birth of the electron pulse. This

t0 values represents the delay before the creation of the neutron burst and was assessed to

be 3.072 µs for all samples by measuring the gamma flash arrival time to the detector. The

gamma flash coincides with the arrival time of the electron pulse to the target, corrected for

the flight time of the photons.
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E =

(
KL

t− t0

)2

[eV ] (4)

Where

L [m]: Flight path length (see table 1).

K: 72.29824
[√

eV µs
m

]
.

4.2. Associated Uncertainty

In the case of transmission measurements, the overall uncertainty can be broken down

into statistical and non-statistical components. The statistical uncertainty component arises

from counting statistics applied to the thermal neutron detector and monitor detector system

for sample counts and normalizing sample counts to beam intensity, respectfully. Non-

statistical uncertainty is a much broader component, but is primarily attributed to how well

the monitor detector system tracks variations in the beam intensity seen by the thermal

neutron detector throughout the experiment. For the various polymer samples, the monitor

tracking uncertainty contributed approximately 0.75% - 1.2% to the total uncertainty in

transmission.

Equation 5 below indicates how the statistical uncertainty in the transmission for a given

sample, ∆Tstat(ti), is found through the propagation of all sources of statistical uncertainty,

assuming the sources are independent. [13]

(
∆Tstat(ti)

T (ti)

)2

=

(
∆Cs(ti)

Rs(ti)

)2

+

(
∆Co(ti)

Ro(ti)

)2

+

(
∆B0s
Rs(ti)

)2

+

(
∆B0o
Ro(ti)

)2

+

(
Ko

Ro(ti)
− Ks

Rs(ti)

)2

∆B(ti)
2

(5)

Where

Rs(ti) [cps] = Cs(ti) −KsB(ti) −B0s

Ro(ti) [cps] = Co(ti) −KoB(ti) −B0o

∆Co(ti), ∆Cs(ti): Uncertainty in open, sample count rate.

∆B0o, ∆B0s: Uncertainty in open, sample constant background.

∆B(ti): Uncertainty in time-dependent background.
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Equation 2 was then modified to include monitor normalization factors in order to ac-

curately account for non-statistical sources of uncertainty, shown in equation 6 below. It is

important to note that the normalization factors shown in equation 6 are all equal to 1, but

their associated uncertainty is propagated to the overall uncertainty of transmission.

T (ti) =
Fs(Cs(ti) −B0s) − FBKsB(ti)

Fo(Co(ti) −B0o) − FBKoB(ti)
(6)

Where

Fs: Monitor normalization factor for sample.

Fo: Monitor normalization factor for open.

FB : Monitor normalization factor for time-dependent background.

Since the same monitor detector system was used to determine each of the normalization

factors in equation 6, the correlations between these factors, and other variables in the

transmission equation, needed to be accounted for. The derivative of transmission with

respect to each statistical (sample and open count rate) and systematic (all other variables)

variable in equation 6 was calculated. These derivatives and their associated uncertainties

were used to form separate covariance matrices for the statistical and systematic variables.

During the creation of the systematic variable covariance matrix, the covariance matrix

from the time-dependent background fitting was included. The covariance matrix for the

systematic variables was then added to the covariance matrix for the statistical variables

to form a final covariance matrix that includes all quantifiable sources of uncertainty. For

more information concerning the creation of this final covariance matrix, see the discussion

of uncertainty and correlation in [15].

Figure 4 below shows the correlation matrix for transmission of the Plexiglas G 0.121”

sample from 0.0005 - 3 eV. The correlation matrix indicates high levels of correlation be-

tween energies except at very low energies, where the relative contribution from statistical

uncertainty increases significantly. The strong correlation between energies arises from the

very large contribution by the monitor tracking uncertainty to the total transmission uncer-

tainty. Without the inclusion of the monitor tracking uncertainty, little to no correlation is

seen in the off diagonal.
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Figure 4: Correlation matrix for Plexiglas G 0.121” sample from 0.0005 - 3 eV. Sudden changes in the

transmission uncertainty are caused by time compression points.

The values of the covariance matrix diagonal for transmission were then propagated to

cross section uncertainty. Equation 3 shows how the uncertainty in the measured total cross

section was found by combining the uncertainties from both transmission, ∆T (ti), and areal

density, ∆N . Overall, the inclusion of systematic sources of uncertainty increases the total

uncertainty in transmission over that calculated from equation 5 alone.

(
∆σt,measured(ti)

σt,measured(ti)

)2

=

(
∆N

N

)2

+

(
∆T (ti)

T (ti)

)2(
1

ln(T (ti))

)2

(7)

5. Results and Discussion

Once the background for each sample was characterized, the measured transmission was

corrected and converted into cross section. Figure 5 below shows a comparison of the total

cross section (XS) of high-density polyethylene (PE) with the current ENDF/B-VIII.0 TSL
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evaluation, the ORNL/ESS/RPI TSL evaluation, as well as experimental data from Granada

[9] and Lee [16]. In general, good agreement is seen overall between the measured cross sec-

tion, the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation, the ORNL/ESS/RPI evaluation and the Granada/Lee

data. Additionally, excellent agreement is seen between the four RPI polyethylene measure-

ments over all energies. It should be noted that experimental error bars are plotted for the

two PE 3/32” measurements and represent the diagonal of the calculated covariance matrix.

All experimental data shown for all RPI polymer materials has an uncertainty less than 5%.

Unless otherwise stated, all TSL evaluations shown were processed using NJOY.
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Figure 5: Total cross section of high-density polyethylene from 0.0005 - 20 eV.

Between 0.0005 and 0.05 eV some disagreement is seen between the ENDF/B-VIII.0 eval-

uation, the ORNL/ESS/RPI evaluation and all measured cross section from RPI, Granada

and Lee, as shown in figure 6. Here the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation is systematically higher

than all measured cross section by a few percent from 0.003 - 0.05 eV. The ORNL/ESS/RPI

evaluation is systematically higher than all measured cross section from 0.002 - 0.015 eV.

Additionally, the measured cross section of polyethylene has been extended below 0.001 eV

by the RPI ETTC measurements.

At higher energies disagreement is found between the measured cross section from RPI
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and that from Granada/Lee, displayed below in figure 7. Between 0.015 and 0.15 eV, dis-

agreement is seen between the Granada and Lee data, with all of the RPI measured cross

section falling between the two. Above 0.15 eV a fluctuation occurs in the cross section, with

the data from Granada/Lee agreeing with the RPI measured cross section. However, both

the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation and ORNL/ESS/RPI evaluation cross section fluctuations

are slightly misaligned with the measured cross section fluctuation.
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Figure 6: Total cross section of high-density polyethylene from 0.0005 - 0.05 eV.
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Figure 7: Total cross section of high-density polyethylene from 0.05 - 0.5 eV.

Due to the excellent agreement between the four RPI measurements for polyethylene,

the cross section averaging method found in reference [17] could be applied. This average

cross section was then used to create a C/E plot to more thoroughly highlight the differences

between the RPI experimental data and the TSL evaluations for polyethylene, shown in figure

8. For energies below 0.01 eV and above 0.2 eV the ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/ESS/RPI

TSL evaluations have similar comparisons to the average RPI polyethylene cross section.

However, from 0.01 - 0.1 eV the ORNL/ESS/RPI TSL evaluation shows better agreement

with the RPI experimental data than the ENDF/B-VIII.0 TSL evaluation.
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Figure 8: Evaluation to RPI experiment ratio for the ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/ESS/RPI TSL evaluations

for polyethylene. Error bars are not plotted for every point for plot visibility and represent the experimental

uncertainty in the average polyethylene cross section.

In order to further probe the differences between the ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/ESS/RPI

TSL evaluations for polyethylene futher, these evaluations were compared at energies down

to 0.1 µeV in figure 9, where ultracold experimental data from Pokotilovski [18] was added.

Below 0.001 eV, a noticeable divergence in the total cross section occurs between the two

TSL evaluations. From 0.1 - 2 µeV, the ORNL/ESS/RPI TSL evaluation agrees better with

the Pokotilovski measurement at these energies. Both of the TSL evaluations were processed

with NCrystal [19] in figure 9 due to energy grid limitations in NJOY restricting processing

to energies above 1e-5 eV. It should be noted that the processing of TSL evaluations below

1e-5 eV is beyond the normal range of applicability for general-purpose ENDF evaluations.

While the evaluated data is not traditionally used below 1e-5 eV in most applications, vali-

dation of the total cross section at ultracold energies is still important as an integral quality

check for the overall phonon spectra.
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Figure 9: Total cross section of high-density polyethylene from 0.1 µeV - 10 eV. Experimental error bars

are plotted for all data points shown, but are hard to see due to their small magnitude. TSL evaluation

processing performed with NCrystal due to 1e-5 eV processing cutoff in NJOY.

The total cross section for all of the polystyrene (PS) measurements are compared to

a preliminary ORNL/RPI thermal scattering kernel evaluation below in figure 10. After

experimentation, an elevated hydrogen concentration was found in the polystyrene sam-

ples that corresponded to CH1.04 instead of CH, the simplified chemical formula for pure

polystyrene. This elevated hydrogen concentration was later discovered to be due to a

polystyrene-polybutadiene [(C12H14)n] impurity present at an approximately 8% concen-

tration. In order to understand the impact of this impurity on the molecular bond effects

in polystyrene, a separate phonon spectrum was calculated using molecular dynamics in

the same fashion for polystyrene-polybutadiene. The differences in the phonon spectra for

polystyrene and polystyrene-polybutadiene were found to be negligible. Therefore, the pre-

liminary ORNL/RPI polystyrene TSL evaluation was used for both the polystyrene and

polystyrene-polybutadiene components. Figure 10 shows the preliminary ORNL/RPI TSL

evaluation for polystyrene at H/C ratios of 1 and 1.04.

Overall, very good agreement is seen between the polystyrene measurements and the

ORNL/RPI preliminary TSL evaluation, and between the four polystyrene measurements
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themselves, over all energies. A slight misalignment is present in the cross section fluctuation

around 0.2 eV between the preliminary evaluation and the measurements. It should be noted

that experimental error bars are plotted for the two PS 5/32” measurements and represent

the diagonal of the calculated covariance matrix. These total cross section measurements

represent the first for polystyrene that encompass the entire thermal region.
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Figure 10: Total cross section of polystyrene from 0.0005 - 20 eV.

Due to the excellent agreement between the four RPI measurements for polystyrene, the

same cross section averaging method found in reference [17] could also be applied to the

polystyrene measurements. This average cross section was then used to create a C/E plot in

a similar fashion to the polyethylene experimental data. This C/E plot is shown in figure 11

and highlights the differences between the RPI measurements and the ORNL/RPI prelimi-

nary TSL evaluation for polystyrene. For the vast majority of data points the ORNL/RPI

preliminary TSL evaluation for polystyrene agrees with the experimental data within 2%.
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Figure 11: Evaluation to RPI experiment ratio for the ORNL/RPI preliminary TSL evaluation for

polystyrene at a H/C ratio of 1.04. Error bars are not plotted for every point for plot visibility and represent

the experimental uncertainty in the average polystyrene cross section.

The total cross section for the Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT measurements are com-

pared with the ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/RPI TSL evaluations, as well as experimental

data from Drozdowicz [20] and Sibona [21] below in figure 12. It should be noted that in

both the Drozdowicz and Sibona measurements, a generic ’plexiglass acrylic’ material was

used. In general, good agreement is seen between the Plexiglas G measurement and the

experiments by Sibona and Drozdowicz.

When comparing the Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT measurements, good agreement

is seen at energies above 0.02 eV. However, below 0.02 eV, the two measurements begin to

diverge, with the difference in cross section increasing as the energy decreases. This discrep-

ancy is not caused by a neutron absorber present in either material due to the elemental

analysis performed. Instead, an Octadecanoic acid [(CH3(CH2)16COOH)n] additive present

in small, but unknown, quantities in Plexiglas G [22] (but not present in Plexiglas G-UVT)

likely alters the molecular bond effects of the material and thereby distorts the neutron

scattering cross section structure. For this reason, Plexiglas G-UVT represents a more pure

form of Plexiglas acrylic, while Plexiglas G represents a more widely used form of Plexiglas
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acrylic. It should be noted that despite this additive, Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT have

nearly identical thermo-physical properties with the exception of transparency to UV light.

In addition, while Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT are trademarked forms of ‘plexiglass’,

the small amount of Octadeconoic acid additive present in the Plexiglas G material does

vary between manufacturers and can therefore result in small changes in the measured cross

section for Plexiglas G.

The sensitivity of neutrons to molecular bond effects increases in general as the neutron

energy decreases. When comparing the two measurements to the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation,

good agreement is seen above 0.02 eV, with a divergence from the measured cross section

below this energy point. For perspective, the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluated cross section is

approximately 5% and 13% larger than the Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT measurements,

respectively, around 0.001 eV. Below 0.02 eV, the ORNL/RPI evaluation agrees well with

the Plexiglas G sample. Both the ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/RPI evaluations are slightly

misaligned in the cross section fluctuation around 0.2 eV.
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Figure 12: Total cross section of Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT from 0.0005 - 3 eV.

Figure 13 shows the C/E plot comparing the two TSL evaluations for Plexiglas directly

to the Plexiglas G measurement. Above 0.003 eV, both TSL evaluations agree with the
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experimental data within 5%. However, below 0.003 eV the ENDF/B-VIII.0 TSL evaluation

for Plexiglas strongly diverges from the Plexiglas G measurement as also seen in figure 12.
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Figure 13: Evaluation to RPI experiment ratio for the ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/RPI TSL evaluations

for Plexiglas G. For both the ENDF/BVIII.0 and ORNL/RPI TSL evaluations, their discrepancy with the

experiment is less than 5% for most energy points. Error bars are not plotted for every point for plot visibility

and represent the experimental uncertainty in the Plexiglas G measurement.

For all of the polymer materials, misalignments between experimental data and evalua-

tions were present in the cross section fluctuations from 0.1 - 0.5 eV. These misalignments

are most clearly visible in the C/E plots for each respective material in the form of a peak

around 0.3 eV. While these peaks only represent a 2% deviation from the experimental cross

section for each material, they suggest that there may be a systematic issue in how the

phonon spectra for polymers are processed in NJOY.

6. Conclusions

Using a well known flight path at the RPI LINAC, four measurements were performed

for polyethylene and polystyrene each from 0.0005 - 20 eV. Generally good agreement was

found for polyethylene between the RPI measurements, the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation, the
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ORNL/ESS/RPI evaluation and other experiments. However, some minor discrepancies were

present at energies below 0.5 eV. For polystyrene, these measurements represent the first total

cross section measurements to encompass the entire thermal energy range. Comparisons were

made to a preliminary ORNL/RPI TSL evaluation, where good agreement was seen for a

first attempt evaluation. However, some minor discrepancies were present in the 0.1 - 0.3

eV energy range.

Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT were measured from 0.0005 - 3 eV, representing the

first measurements to have a well known sample material and encompassing a wider energy

range than previous measurements. Generally good agreement was found for Plexiglas be-

tween the RPI measurements, the ENDF/B-VIII.0 and ORNL/RPI evaluations, as well as

other experiments at energies above 0.02 eV. However, below 0.02 eV a divergence of cross

section was found between the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation, the Plexiglas G sample and the

Plexiglas G-UVT sample, while the ORNL/RPI evaluation agreed with the Plexiglas G sam-

ple. Between the Plexiglas G and Plexiglas G-UVT samples, this divergence is very likely

caused by a disruption to the molecular bond effects on neutron scattering cross section

structure stemming from an additive present in Plexiglas G. Therefore, special care must be

taken in identifying which Plexiglas material is used in critical experiments and for the cre-

ation of TSL evaluations. These measurements allowed for extensive collaboration between

evaluators and experimentalists that resulted in significant improvements to the accuracy of

TSL evaluations available for polymer materials.
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